Abstract
Introduction

44
The improving technology of high-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) enables 45 examinations of sub-millimeter spatial maps of brain function. In particular, this sub-millimeter 46 resolution allows investigations into the laminar specificity of the hemodynamic response in humans 47 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, fMRI data are typically acquired with echo-planar imaging (EPI) readouts, which 48 are particularly sensitive to B 0 field inhomogeneities, resulting in distortions in the images 49 themselves [10] . In addition to these distortions, EPI images have relatively poor contrast between 50 gray matter (GM) and white matter (WM). To combat these problems, it is common for information 51 about cortical region and depth to be derived from T 1 -weighted reference images [e.g. MP-RAGE, 52 11], which are not as susceptible to distortion and have improved contrast between GM, WM, and 53 cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). As a result, quality cross-modal alignment of functional and anatomical 54 volumes is of particular importance in the analysis of high-resolution fMRI data. 55
Efforts to perform GM/WM segmentation directly on distorted functional data [12] or on anatomical 56
volumes that are acquired to be distortion-matched to fMRI data [13, 14] are of course a superior 57 alternative to cross-modal registration [see 15 for a recent discussion]. However, acquiring distortion-58 matched volumes with adequate contrast and coverage to support segmentation is not always an 59 option, either because the necessary, specialized pulse sequences are not available on a scanner or 60 because the time required to generate this extra set of images makes an experimental session too 61 long. Therefore, improving cross-modal registration methods for the purpose of translating of 62 segmentation information from one dataset to another remains valuable. 63
The present work remains agnostic about the best ways to perform GM/WM segmentation (e.g., with 64 or without the aid of a T 2 -weighted image to refine the pial surface [16] , whether higher resolution 65 than 1 mm is required for accurate segmentations, and how cortical depth should be computed [17] ). 66
For simplicity, here we use the default FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) segmentation 67 on a T 1 -weighted MP-RAGE [11] acquired at 3 Tesla with 1 mm isotropic resolution. Anatomical 68 segmentation is, of course, better with higher-resolution T 1 -weighted images supported by matched 69 T 2 acquisitions. However, the occasional error at the pial surface or failure to mark the depth of a 70 sulcus provides illustrative examples and does not impact the overall results for the study at hand. 71
It is also important to note that the amount of distortion in the functional data varies widely between 72 datasets, and there are many different methods for doing distortion compensation. Here, we use 73 AFNI's 3dQwarp tool to apply distortion compensation using a blip-up/blip-down approach, which 74 is one of several (e.g., FSL's topup and FUGUE) suitable choices. It is safe to assume that, while 75 all laboratories work to minimize distortion during data acquisition and preprocessing, all functional 76 data will retain some residual distortions and blurring. The emphasis in this work is on quantifying 77 the impact of these effects. 78
Step 1: The GM:WM overlap ratio (GWOR) as a metric for 79 overall registration quality 80 Assessing the quality of registration between functional and anatomical data has historically involved 81 visual inspection by human observers. Visual inspection is inherently subjective and time-82 consuming, making it impractical for use in, for instance, whole brain analyses, on a large number of 83 datasets in a given experiment, and especially in instances where the GM/WM image contrast in the 84 functional data is so poor that segmentation on the functional dataset itself is not feasible. In this 85
section, we present a pipeline for assessing the overall quality of a cross-modal registration that 86 largely avoids the need for visual inspection. 87
First, we mark the GM in the functional volume. Then we calculate the number of functional GM 88 voxels that overlap anatomical GM, as well as the number of functional GM voxels that overlap 89 anatomical WM. The ratio of these two numbers (the GM:WM overlap ratio, GWOR) can be used as 90 a score for the purpose of determining relative quality of the overall alignment. 91
In pursuit of this metric, we compare two different practical and readily available methods of 92 marking the GM in the functional data. In the first approach, we perform image-based segmentation 93 on the functional data to define GM, WM and CSF classes. In the second approach, we create a 94 binary mask using the activation from a robust, independent functional localizer performed during 95 the same scanning session and acquired with the same image acquisition parameters as the main 96 functional task. This second, novel approach is based on the assumption, evident in our data, that 97 neural activation is largely present in the GM as opposed to the WM [but see 18, 19] . 98 99
Using activation as a proxy for GM in the functional images raises concerns about bias stemming 100 from strong responses in pial vessels and weak responses in deep GM. In this section, we also 101 explore the confounds that might arise from unwanted signal modulation in large surface (pial) 102 vessels and from the difficulty in detecting responses near the GM/WM boundary by applying these 103 approaches on a simulated dataset. 104 
Data acquisition
Preprocessing
139
Functional runs from each dataset were motion-compensated using AFNI's 3dvolreg tool. Next, 140 each dataset was distortion-compensated using AFNI's 3dQwarp tool (-plusminus flag) to 141 generate a voxel displacement map from EPI images acquired with opposite phase encode directions. 142
Distortions in the functional data due to known imaging gradient non-linearities were also 143 compensated using the grad_unwarp toolbox provided at https://github.com/Washington-144 University/gradunwarp. WARP maps (from both gradient non-linearity correction and B 0 distortion 145 correction) were combined with motion-compensation matrices to create preprocessed data subjected 146 to only one resampling step. Gradient non-linearity correction was also applied to the Reference T 1 147 and the Within-Session T 1 . 148
We used AFNI's 3dAllineate command to register the Within-Session T 1 to the participant's 149
Reference T 1 . This procedure generated a transformation matrix that was used to define an optimal 150 starting point for the affine registration between the functional datasets and the Reference T 1 . 151 GM/WM segmentation was performed on the Reference T 1 using FreeSurfer (recon-all 152 command, using all defaults). 153
Affine registration between functional and anatomical data Marking functional GM using image-based segmentation 168 We created a marker of functional GM using imaged-based segmentation (GM seg ). After an initial 169 (and plausible, by visual inspection) registration between the functional volume and the Reference T 1 170 was accomplished, the cortical parcellation provided by FreeSurfer was resampled to the functional 171 space and provided to AFNI's 3dSeg as an initial segmentation (using the -cset flag). The output 172 of this process is a ternary mask with CSF labeled as 1, GM as 2, and WM as 3. A sample EPI 173 segmentation is shown in 
Marking functional GM using activation from an independent localizer
183
In another approach to marking functional GM, we created binary activation masks using a standard 184 general linear model (GLM) for pRF scans in Experiment 1, or a Fourier analysis for the block-185 design independent localizers in Experiment 2 (GM act, Fig. 1 ). An individual voxel threshold of p < 186 10 -6 (uncorrected) was used to create a binary activation mask. Pial vessel contributions to these 187 masks were minimized by removing voxels in which the functional image signal-to-noise ratio (mean 188 divided by standard deviation) was less than 10. 
Computation of GM:WM overlap ratio (GWOR) for two functional GM markers
192
Following these computations, each of the six functional datasets had six different registrations, for a 193 total of 36 possible registrations to assess, either by visual inspection or by computing a GWORscore. A given GWOR score was computed by taking the ratio of (1) the number of voxels in the 195 functional GM mask and (2) the number of voxels in the anatomical GM mask (as defined in the 196 wmparc file from FreeSurfer and then translated to the functional space by the appropriate 197 registration). Because we had two different GM markers (GM seg and GM act ), two different GWOR 198 scores were available for each registration (GWOR seg and GWOR act ). 199 
Visual inspection of registration quality
Simulation
210
Four simulated datasets were created to test the underlying assumptions of the analysis approach 211 described above (Fig. 2) . First, a simulated T 2 *-weighted EPI dataset was created ( Fig. 2A) . The GM 212 and WM masks created by FreeSurfer (available in the wmparc file) were resampled into a volume 213 with the same resolution and field of view as the real EPI data. GM (and all of cerebellum) was 214 assigned a value of 500 and WM was assigned a value of 650. Then, a dilated version of the stripped 215 brain was used to create a CSF mask; all voxels in the mask that were not GM, cerebellum or WM 216
were assigned a value of 1000. 217
218
Fig 2. Simulated datasets. Three different T 2 *-weighted volumes (one for each of the three unique 219 participants in this study; one slice of one simulation shown here) were simulated by resampling each 220 reference anatomy to match the resolution and slice prescription of the real data. Simulated activation 221 patterns were created using information from the GM segmentation and pial surface definition in the 222 reference anatomy (see text for details). The simulated datasets were warped using the actual voxel 223 displacement maps from the real experiments, and passed through the same analysis pipeline as the 224 real data. 225 226 Next, three simulated activation profiles were created. A ground-truth GM mask was created by 227 assigning a value of 1 to GM voxels and 0 elsewhere. This approach simulated a robust binary 228 activation mask from an independent localizer limited to the parenchyma (parenchymal activation, 229 Fig. 2B ). A binary mask was created from the pial surface, simulating a worst-case scenario of 230 activation only in pial vessels (pial activation, Fig. 2C ). 231
Finally, a plausible T 2 *-weighted activation profile, constrained to the GM, was simulated by 232 assigning 0.3% signal change to voxels near the WM boundary, 1.4% to voxels at the pial surface, 233
and an essentially linear ramp in between the two boundaries, with a moderate elevation of responses 234 in the middle of the cortical thickness. To simulate the problem of activation being harder to detect in 235 deep GM where responses are lower, random noise (uniformly distributed between -0.25 and 0.25) 236 was added to the data. The T2* laminar profile (Fig. 2D ) was finalized by thresholding the data at 0.3 237 (thereby disproportionately affecting "deep" responses). Noise levels of 0, 0.25 (shown) and 0.5 were 238 tested, and the only effect was a decrease in estimated response amplitude in the deepest parts of GM 239 (as would be expected if a smaller proportion of the voxels were responsive). 240
All four simulated volumes (T 2 *-weighted EPI, parenchymal activation, pial activation, and T2* 241 laminar profile) were warped using the voxel displacement masks measured during the real 242 experiments. The simulated, warped EPI was registered to the Reference T 1 using AFNI's 243 3dAllineate (lpc cost function; epi mask). That transformation matrix was then used to 244 compute the GWOR sim for both the best-case (parenchymal activation) and worst-case (pial 245 activation) scenarios. 246
Step 1: Results
247
No one registration method succeeded all the time or failed all the time; although, in general, the two 248 cost functions that best handled the high-resolution, limited field of view data were 249 3dAllineate/lpc and FLIRT/bbr. 250
The quality of alignment for each dataset was judged three ways: visual inspection by trained 251 observers and two computations of a novel scalar metric, GWOR. One GWOR was calculated using 252 GM seg , and the other was calculated using GM act . Each GWOR was compared against visual 253 inspection by trained observers. Of the two, GWOR act had the largest dynamic range and best 254 agreement with observers ( Fig. 3B ). Alignments that received relatively low rankings from human 255 observers had GWOR act scores less than 4. In general, human rankings generally increased as the 256 GWOR act increased from 0 to 4 (Fig. 3B ). For datasets with GWOR scores above 4, however, the 257 pattern of human rankings appeared to plateau. on three different individuals, the GWOR seg scores were 12.6, 14.3 and 15.7. As with the real data, 270 these numbers corresponded, upon visual inspection, to registrations with regions where the 271 alignment appeared perfect, and small regions where the EPI images extended beyond the reference 272
anatomy. The worst-case activation mask (pial activation) produced extraordinarily high GWOR act 273 scores (58-215), since it was rare that distortions were bad enough to move pial responses all the way 274 into white matter. 275
Step 1: Discussion 276 For the real datasets, a GWOR below 4 indicated the likely presence of observable systematic 277 problems (as in Fig. 3B ), requiring re-alignment with a different cost function, weighting function, or 278 initial starting position before moving forward with cortex-based or surface-based analysis. 279
Importantly, human observers were not reliably sensitive to small changes in alignment and only 280 gave low scores when the outer boundaries of the functional and anatomical data were evidently not 281 aligned. The particular GWOR threshold that predicts successful alignment on a given type of data 282 will depend on the level of residual distortion in the functional data and the quality of the GM 283 marker. 284 A higher GWOR score does not necessarily indicate an ideal alignment. For example, the GWOR 285 score for the simulated pial activation dataset was very high. This instance emphasizes an important 286 caveat for the approach: pial activation will bias scores. Thus, the GWOR is a good guide for 287 comparing different alignments within the same dataset, but comparisons between datasets are 288 affected by many factors, including the fact that values will be higher when activation is limited to 289 superficial gray matter. 290
In any case, the GWOR is an easily computed scalar metric that largely agrees with subjective quality 291 ratings by expert human observers, and from this first section of the work we conclude that the 292 GWOR is useful for quantifying the quality of overall registration of functional and anatomical 293
volumes. The GWOR can be used to automate the process of evaluating an initial registration for a 294
given dataset, which circumvents the need for more time-consuming and subjective judgements made 295 through visual inspection. 296
The Supporting Information file contains additional information about how the GWOR depends on 297 the false positive rate, the sequestration of activation to GM, and relative volumes of GM and WM 298 when activation is used as a GM marker. Comparison of possible scalar metrics other than GWOR 299 against inspection by experienced observers is also shown in the Supporting Information file. 300
Step 2: Region-specific masks for reliable depth-dependent 301 analyses
302
In
Step 1 we demonstrated a method for evaluating the overall quality of a given dataset's cross-303 modal registration. Because the effects of residual uncorrected distortion are not uniform throughout 304 a functional volume, a good overall alignment does not guarantee a good registration within a 305 cortical region of interest. This problem has serious implications for performing depth-dependent 306 analyses because alignment errors can erroneously localize superficial cortical responses to deep 307 layers, or vice versa. 308
We posit that depth-dependent analysis should only be carried out in cortical areas where the entirety 309 of the GM defined in the functional data overlaps with the GM in the anatomical data in which depth 310 is defined. Restricting analyses to sections of the functional volume where functional and anatomical 311 GM are fully aligned ensures that the experiment has the sensitivity to potentially detect activation at 312 all depths, and, crucially, does not bias laminar profiles generated from the experimental task. 313
In this section, we present a pipeline for assessing the extent of the overlap between functional and 314 anatomical GM throughout the cortical depth, from the WM boundary to the pial surface, at each 315 surface node. This metric is called the depth consistency fraction (DCF). Only regions where the 316 DCF is large (close to 1, which indicates complete overlap between functional and anatomical GM) 317 are appropriate for further depth dependent analyses. When this method is applied to a simulated 318 dataset, we find that laminar profiles generated from regions with poor DCF show a bias toward 319 responses in superficial layers. 320
As with the GWOR score, the DCF metric can be computed using a GM marker that can be defined 321 in different ways. In this section, we explore the use of both DCF act (using GM seg to define GM) and 322 DCF act (using GM act to define GM). Both methods have limitations that are considered in the 323 Discussion. 324
Step 2: Material and methods
325
Computing Depth Consistency Fraction (DCF) maps
326
For each dataset, we used the transformation matrix resulting from the best-performing rigid-body 327 registration (3DAllineate/lpc) to project each functional GM marker (GM seg or GM act ) to ten 328 evenly spaced surfaces between the GM/WM boundary and the pial surface of the GW, using nearest 329 neighbor resampling (AFNI's 3dVol2Surf). We computed the fraction of surfaces between the 330 GM/WM boundary and the GM/pial boundary that intersected functional GM for each surface node, 331 where all surfaces shared the same node indexing. Thus, each surface node was assigned a DCF 332 value between 0 and 1. 333
Computing WM activation masks
334
It is possible that a distortion or alignment error that translates the functional data in a direction 335 orthogonal to the banks of the sulcus will remove activation from deep layers on one side of the 336 sulcus and introduce false activation into the WM on the other side (see the yellow circles in the 337 bottom panels of Fig. 4) . In other cases, an overlap of activation and WM is due to GM being 338 inappropriately classified as WM (see black circles in Fig. 4 ). Whether the WM activation is due to 339 an alignment flaw or a segmentation flaw, the presence of activation in the WM indicates a region 340 where laminar analyses should not be done. Therefore, we combined the DCF metric with a mask 341 that excluded locations in which activation extended more than 1 mm into the WM, thereby 342 computing a WM Overlap (WMO) map. Specifically, we computed three surfaces that extended 343 10%, 20%, and 30% of the local GM thickness below the GM/WM boundary (on average, 1 mm into 344 the WM). A value of 1 (i.e., overlap at all 3 meshes in the WM) was used to exclude nodes from 345 further analysis. Task and independent localizer scans were co-registered so that the same transformation matrix 363 mapped both kinds of functional data to the anatomical data (surface) space. Response amplitude 364
estimates from a standard GLM analysis of the task scans were sampled onto a set of ten parallel 365 surfaces spanning the GM of the Reference T 1 using SUMA's 3dVol2Surf. Depth-dependent 366 profiles were created by averaging task responses at each depth for different subsets of nodes defined 367 by DCF computed from the independent localizer scans. 368
Simulation
369
The simulated data were subjected to the same process as the real data: DCFs and WMO masks were 370 created from the ground-truth GM mask and used to score the registration quality for each node. 371
Laminar profiles were then generated for the simulated T 2 *-weighted functional responses (ramping 372 from 0.3% signal change at WM boundary to 1.4% at surface) as well as the flat ("parenchymal") 373 response profile. 374
Step 2: Results
375
After computing DCF seg and DCF act maps for each of the three datasets from Experiment 2, we 376 estimated single-condition responses for the main task and created response profiles for subsets of 377 surface node. Ultimately, DCF act and DCF seg produced similar results (Fig. 5, Fig. 6 ). However, 378 response amplitudes were 3-4 times larger when using DCF act than DCF seg . The activation-based 379 method marked a smaller volume of GM that was more likely to have robust visual responses. the left, DCF act maps (generated by an independent localizer, movie watching) are shown for the 3 397 participants. On the right, laminar profiles of visual responses during the main task (checkerboard 398 viewing) are shown for those 6 hemispheres. Top right: nodes for which DCF map showed functional 399 GM overlapping anatomical GM in 25% or less of the cortical depth (and functional GM did not 400 extend into the WM more than 20% of the GM depth). Fourth from top, right (yellow lines): nodes 401 for which overlap was observed through more than 75% of the entire cortical depth. A non-402 overlapping set of surface nodes was used to generate each of the top 4 profiles. Bottom right: the 6-403
hemisphere averages for each category of surface nodes (blue: DCF < 0.25; teal: 0.25 < DCF < 0.5; 404 green: 0.5 < DCF < 0.75; yellow: 0.75 < DCF < 1.0) are shown on the same plot for comparison, to 405 highlight the fact that regions with poor activation/GM overlap (low DCF) create laminar profiles 406 biased toward the pial surface. 407
408
Regardless of GM marker used, all of the laminar profiles reflected stronger fMRI responses near the 409 cortex surface and reduced responses in deeper layers, as expected (see Fig. 5, 6 ). Importantly, using 410 nodes for which the DCF indicated significant responses in only part of the GM depth resulted in 411 profiles with lower responses throughout the GM thickness but relatively accentuated response near 412 the pial surface. 413
The simulated data allowed us to explore this bias further. Figure 7 shows the results of the above 414 analysis on both the flat parenchymal activation profile as well as the sloped T 2 *-weighted profile. 415
Using the parenchymal mask to both assess alignment quality and to generate laminar profiles is of 416 course a circular analysis that would never be done on real data, but it is illustrative in the case of this 417 simulation. The pial bias that was observed in the real data in locations with low DCF was also 418 observed in the simulated data, even when the simulated data was flat through the cortical depth ( Step 2: Discussion
428
We explored how restricting analyses according to the depth-consistency fraction (DCF) would 429 impact depth-dependent fMRI response profiles. The DCF is computed for each surface node and 430 represents the fraction of the corresponding anatomical GM that overlaps with functional GM. 431
Functional GM was defined with two markers: image-based segmentation (producing DCF seg ) and 432 activation in an independent localizer (producing DCF act ). 433
The most likely explanation for the superficial bias observed in all of the generated laminar profiles 434 is that distortion is strongest near the edges of the brain. Field perturbations could move signal into or 435 out of the brain, depending on the sign of the phase encoding blips (R/L in our case), but we rarely 436 observed tissue being displaced into the brain. Therefore, there was a bias for activation to appear 437 stronger in superficial GM in places where registration was poor, emphasizing the importance of 438 high-quality registrations in cortical regions of interest. 439
Although DCF act and DCF seg ultimately produced similar laminar profiles, the method for marking 440 the GM has important implications. When using GM act to compute DCF, it is crucial that the original 441 task is designed thoughtfully. If the task used to compute the DCF act is related to the task for which 442 subsequent laminar profiles will be computed, the resulting laminar profiles may exhibit selection 443 bias. Additionally, the fMRI response naturally varies in amplitude (and contrast-to-noise ratio) 444 throughout the cortical depth. As a result, for many tasks, small but real responses are not reliably 445 detected at all depths. Thus, when using GM act , it is not only important that the "localizer" task be 446 independent from and unrelated to the task for which laminar profiles will be computed, but also that 447 the localizer task be robust enough to generate significant signal modulation through the depth of the 448 GM ribbon (e.g., by using a robust block-design visual localizer, motor task, or breath-hold task 449 (ideally, the average of several scans interspersed throughout the scanning session)). 450
On the other hand, if GM seg is used to compute the DCF, there may be some regions where 451 segmentation errors result in too much tissue being marked as GM (i.e., WM is marked as GM). In 452 these cases, the local DCF seg value will be artificially inflated. In regions where segmentation errors 453 are biased toward the pial surface, DCF seg will be too low. Both of these errors are common in the 454 datasets used here because the segmentation was performed on the images used for the functional 455 studies. EPI segmentation will be better on images acquired during the same scanning session for the 456 purpose of supporting segmentation [e.g., long TR and long TE; see 15 for excellent progress on this 457 front]. However, even then, variability in image intensity due to tissue structure make segmentation 458 on T 2 *-weighted EPI data challenging. Similarly, the long acquisition time required to get distortion-459 matched T 1 -weighted EPI images can be impractical. It is important to consider these issues when 460 deciding how GM will be marked. 461
The pial bias observed in the simulated data mirror the pial bias observed in the real data, especially 462 in locations with low DCF. This bias was evident even when the simulated data were flat through the 463 cortical depth. It is likely that the larger effect in superficial, compared to deep, layers is related to the 464 details of our particular datasets (coronal images in posterior cortex, with R/L phase encode). More 465 generally, misalignment has a direct effect on the resulting depth-dependent profiles. When 466 functional GM (and activation) overlaps partially with anatomical GM, laminar profiles will show 467 responses only in superficial or deep layers. As a result, middle layers, on average, experience 468 reduced responses in general. For a typical T 2 *-weighted laminar profile, with superficial responses 469 2-3 times larger than deep responses, the augmentation of response estimates in superficial layers 470 will be more pronounced than in deep layers. 471 472
Another notable aspect of the laminar profiles simulated from flat parenchymal activation is the 473 degradation of estimated response near the WM and pial surface. Here, the data end abruptly and 474 partial-volume effects from re-sampling the data to surfaces blurs this boundary. This attenuation of 475 response near the edges of gray matter is present in the simulated T2* laminar profile (the blue and 476 green traces in the bottom right panel of Fig. 7 are relatively attenuated near the pial surface). The 477 absence of the mid-parenchymal bump in the simulated T2* laminar profile reflects the resolution 478 limits of 0.8 mm fMRI. 479
General Discussion
The goal of this work was to test a two-step approach to guiding depth-dependent fMRI data 481 analysis. The first step derives an easily computed score (GWOR) that can flag poor alignments that 482 need more attention before moving forward in the analysis pipeline. Correspondence to ratings by 483 expert observers verified that this was a useful screening tool. In the second step, we used the 484 consistency of overlap between anatomical GM and functional GM throughout the cortical depth as a 485 mask to exclude regions from further analysis. The result of this effort was the discovery that laminar 486 profiles are biased toward superficial responses in regions where registration between functional and 487 anatomical GM is poor, even in the case that the fMRI response is flat throughout the parenchyma. 488
Both steps described in this work rely on marking the GM in the functional data, which can be 489 difficult due to low GM/WM contrast in EPI images. To address instances in which separate T 1 -490 weighted EPI or distortion-matched anatomical volumes cannot be acquired, we explored the use of 491 robust activation in an independent localizer as a GM marker. Using activation as a marker for GM in 492 the functional volume is obviously not without its limitations. If activation is more extensive in 493 superficial layers than deep layers, then alignments in which the functional data are shifted 494 erroneously down toward the WM would receive a higher score than alignments in which functional 495 data were shifted erroneously away from the WM (pushing the activation up into the CSF). It is well 496 known that fMRI sensitivity is not uniform through the cortical depth, particularly for GE EPI 497 activation. We conclude that an activation mask with only superficial responses is an inadequate GM 498 marker and cannot be used to assess registration quality. 499 A major concern that arises when using activation in T 2 *-weighted images as a GM marker (GM act ) 500 is that pial vessel responses, erroneously marked as GM, could bias registration. In this work, we 501 used only rigid-body registration instead of non-linear warping between functional and anatomical 502 data, because the GM/WM contrast in the functional data was not adequate to support non-linear 503 registration at regions other than the high-contrast outer boundary of the brain. Thus, the tortuosity of 504 GM protected against bias due to pial vessel activation (i.e., voxels that are actually outside of GM 505 which are erroneously marked as GM voxels). However, if the registration algorithm allows for 506 stretching, shearing or non-linear warping, then the inclusion of pial vessel responses in the 507 activation-based GM marker would lead to biased registrations. Thus, we do not advocate the use of 508 activation maps derived from T 2 * data to guide non-linear registration. Fortunately, if the image 509 contrast is sufficient to support non-linear registration, image-based GM markers (GM seg ) are more 510 easily derived in the data and activation need not be used. Activation as a proxy for GM in the 511 functional data is only valuable for datasets with poor GM/WM contrast in the EPI data and no 512 access (either due to time constraints or scanner software) to additional distortion-matched volumes 513 with good GM/WM contrast. 514
The best approach for marking GM in the functional volume is, of course, to use image contrast to 515 segment the GM in the functional data [12,13,or distortion-matched anatomical data; for recent 516 examples see 25]. Here, we tested a worst-case scenario of this approach in which the segmentation 517 is performed on the functional data themselves. The fact that DCF seg produced laminar profiles (Fig.  518 5) that agreed with the simulation (Fig. 7 : reduced pial bias in regions with good DCF) indicates that 519 even a poor EPI segmentation can support improved laminar analyses. This, as well as the fact that 520 DCF act produced laminar profiles consistent with the simulation (Fig. 6) , indicates that even 521 imperfect GM markers can guide analyses in cases where GM/WM contrast cannot be generated in 522 the EPI data or the scanning session does not allow time to acquire an additional volume with 523 adequate SNR for segmentation. 524
A natural extension of this work would be to use the functional GM marker, however it is derived, as 525 a cost function to actually guide registration. This approach could employ existing boundary-based 526 registration cost functions, which use image intensity change across the GM/WM boundary defined 527 in the reference image. To test this idea, we used FSL's FLIRT with a bbr cost function to register a 528 volume formed from the sum of the binary epi mask and the GM mask to the reference anatomy. In 529 cases where either the EPI segmentation was of high quality or the activation was very robust, the 530 results were as good as or better than any of the others shown in this paper, thus demonstrating the 531 feasibility of this approach. However, this approach failed in half of the datasets/GM marker 532 combinations used in this work, indicating that only a proper GM marker derived from independent, 533 distortion-matched scans with high GM/WM should be seriously considered for this approach. 534
The second half of this work addresses the problem that some regions of the functional volume are 535 well-aligned to the anatomical reference, while others are not. This is a result of incomplete distortion 536 compensation in the EPI acquisition. Recent studies have shown that non-linear registration between 537 functional and anatomical data, instead of or in addition to the linear, rigid-body registration 538 techniques used here, can produce superior results [26] . In principle, non-linear registration (such as 539 that provided by AFNI's qwarp or FSL's FNIRT) could compensate for residual distortion in the 540 EPI data that are not compensated by first-principles approaches (using field maps or PE-reversed 541 scans to define and compensate for distortions caused by B 0 perturbations). However, while non-542 linear warping is widely used and robust on a large scale (e.g., registering whole-brain data to an 543 anatomical template), it is not as effective for fine-scale corrections, particularly on datasets with 544 impoverished GM/WM contrast. The same mechanisms that thwart GM/WM segmentation in the 545 functional data thwart non-linear registration algorithms. Thus, the use of a DCF map (or a DCF map 546 in combination with a WMO map) to exclude poorly registered cortical sub-regions is a sensible 547 solution to handling data in which residual distortions exist and cannot be corrected. 548
In summary, we propose that the overlap of functional and anatomical GM throughout the imaging 549 volume, penalized by functional GM overlap with anatomical WM (GWOR), is a reasonable metric 550 to support objective assessment of registration quality. We further promote the use of the Depth 551
Consistency Fraction -consistent presence of functional GM markers throughout the anatomical 552 depth -as an inclusion criterion for regions of interest when computing laminar profiles. In a recent 553 study [27] we found this approach crucial for avoiding regions where residual susceptibility-induced 554 distortions caused local errors in alignment. These tools, together, can support more objective 555 assessments of data quality and interpretation of depth-dependent fMRI studies. 556
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